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HSU Faceplate and Jack Labeling Standard 
 

1. Telcom Rooms (TR) 

1.1 TR’s are assigned a serial number unique within each building in the format BBBa_T 
where: 

1.1.1 “BBB” is the 3 digit building designation, 

1.1.2 “a” is the building alpha suffix if any, and 

1.1.3 “T” is the serialized number beginning at 1. 

1.1.4 The BDF will be assigned “1”.  Thereafter; 

1.1.5 IDF’s will be assigned in sequence beginning at the lowest floor and incrementing to the 
highest floor.  Where multiple TC’s exist on the same floor, sequencing shall progress 
from the most south and west to the north and east. 

1.1.6 Examples: 

1.1.7 Founders Hall Rm 018 is assigned 006-1 

1.1.7.1 Nelson Hall Rm 117B is assigned 014-2 

1.1.7.2 SBS room 200A is assigned 100-1 

2. Termination Blocks/Station Cabling 

2.1 Station positions will be identified and labeled FPPP in sequence where; 

2.1.1 “F” is the floor number (as determined by the significant digit of room numbers on that 
floor), and 

2.1.2 “PPP” is the sequenced station position on the block beginning at 001. 

2.2 110 blocks will be mounted in groupings by floors they serve. 

2.2.1 Station positions on the 110 blocks will be labeled in FPPP format, 

2.2.2 Labels will be machine printed bold 12 point or larger. 

2.3 Station cabling; each end will be labeled in FPPP format. 
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3. Faceplate (FP) 

3.1 FP’s accommodates 4 jack positions,  Manf/part specified elsewhere. 

3.2 FP’s will be labeled BBBa-T-NNN where; 

3.2.1 “BBB” is the 3 digit building designation, 

3.2.2 “a” is the building alpha suffix if any, 

3.2.3 “T” is the Telcom Room (TR) that serves the FP (ref. §1.1.3), and 

3.2.4 “NNN” is a three digit sequence beginning with 001 relative to the TR that serves it. 

3.2.5 Label to be machine printed in bold 14 point font or greater and placed in top label 
position covered with clear plastic window.  Printing shall be centered to be visible and 
unobstructed by mounting frame. 

4. Jacks 

4.1 Jacks inserts are 8 pin modular,  Manf/part specified elsewhere. 

4.2 Jack are installed in order; top left, top right, bottom left, bottom right (relative to front). 

4.3 Jacks are configured to TIA 568-A. 

4.4 Jacks to be fitted with shutter/label assembly,  Manf/part specified elsewhere. 

4.5 Jacks will be labeled FPPP where FPPP is the 4-digit sequence number assigned to the 
associated 110 block that serves it (ref §2.2). 

4.6 Jack label to be machine printed in bold 12 point font or greater and placed in 
shutter/label assembly. Printing shall be centered to be visible and unobstructed by 
mounting frame. 

 
 
5. Sample Faceplate and Jack Labeling 
 

 


